Warning: Homeostasis is NOT a permanent condition
by Carol Keppler, M.EI
Master Energy Intuitive
You have worked on your health diligently: asking questions, reading, learning about your particular
health issue, taking hands full of herbs, vitamins, and homeopathics, exercising, carrying your good water
wherever you go.
To no avail; the vibrant health for which you’ve been searching continues to evade you. Although you
see definite improvement, something is missing; your health issues show little sign of budging. And you
wonder if even with the lifestyle changes you’ve made, you may still need to be concerned about the
statistics that show that apparently even healthy people can be faced with life-threatening
diseases. Everyday examples are easy to find: the strong and healthy beekeeper who died of liver
failure (a buildup of years of poisonous bee stings); the 70 year-old pastor who was never ill, claimed by
cancer in a matter of months (toxic residue from the termite “tenting” of his home 30 years before). In both
of these cases accumulation of natural poisons or synthetic toxins were held at bay by strong
constitutions. Alas, critical mass at last triggered the surfacing of long-ago health challenges hidden at
“core”.
We know that the human body was created with an amazing set of checks and balances with their prime
duty to take us back to “homeostasis” and beyond through the infinite energy fields to radical
wellness. The human system is always trying to bring itself back to normal function. Sometimes it fails
despite all our years of doing everything “right”. For the clueless ones it’s “too little, too late”. An arsenal
of the most potent drugs and procedures may temporarily prolong the length of a life but never the quality.
For others, going natural makes more sense.

Treating “symptoms” vs. finding “root cause”
I had to make that choice myself at age 50 when a hysterectomy was recommended for hemorrhaging
and huge tumors on the uterus. I chose to go natural and six months later had, I thought, licked both
conditions. Twenty-two years ago I hadn’t known about root cause – why the tumors and bleeding?
Intuited scanning brought to light the fact that I’d spent thirteen of the first eighteen years of my life
downwind from a plastics factory in a suburb of Buffalo, New York. And although at fifty I’d cleared the
symptoms, the toxins stored in my energy field had never been addressed, mainly because I didn’t know

about the energy field. Clearing root cause is necessary if radical wellness, a new way to think of
homeostasis, is to be reached. Through intuited research we found some answers.1
Richard, at 76, had been told he needed immediate kidney dialysis. We were able to intuit the root cause
as Repair Loop/immune system damage at about age nineteen. He had a strong constitution and chose
to do a four-week vibrational cleanse using subtle energy medicine. Four weeks later his doctor was
surprised to see his creatin level was down and gave him an appointment for two months later to recheck. No mention of dialysis. However, because he was still using his very acidic medications, he
started to experience acid build up with a negative effect on his homeostasis. Richard’s daughter told us
recently that her father was using an energy formula daily to clear the toxic residue of those meds until he
could be weaned off by his doctor.
John no longer needs the insulin shots he’s been giving himself for four years. His Repair Loop/immune
system was damaged years before due to man-made toxins by inhalation, which affected his
pancreas. Once again, energy medicine was able to get at the root cause and in just four weeks. John,
who was one of the lucky 90% of the population with a strong constitution, had a fast turn around.

Keeping tabs on your health
Is wellness a permanent condition? Unfortunately not. The same factors that damage the Repair Loop
are part and parcel of our daily lives: from the body trauma of surgery and dental procedures, sports
injuries and accidents to the subtleties of emotional trauma. Chemical toxins including medications and
the chaotic electric of a technological environment, as well as “solar flares”, also take a frightening toll on
the function of the human body.
The rub is the fact that the human system was designed to “read” and respond to the natural poisons of,
for instance, the bite of a rattlesnake or spider, but fails to read/understand toxins of a synthetic nature
such as plastics inhaled over the years. Unable to deal with the unknown, these toxins are stored in
organs and systems to cause havoc at a later time.2
Energetic medicine has made significant headway in the detoxification of both man-made toxins, “chaotic
electric” and even “galactic radiation”. It now has the capability of neutralizing the negative frequencies
that herbs and homeopathics have failed to reach. In a modern world these are the issues we face that
can prevent even an intact Repair Loop/immune system from its role in bringing the body back to normal
function.

Once wellness is gained it must be protected through constant vigilance. Being aware of your
environment so you can monitor what goes in your body on a moment to moment basis is an absolute
necessity. As some wise person once said, “Your body is talking to you— are you listening!”
Of prime importance is keeping the cells on a daily detox schedule with a comprehensive cellular cleanse
that deals with Repair Loop/immune system concerns. Purified systems react to toxic input with
astonishing rapidity; the two situations that can quickly re-toxify the cells and often with disastrous
consequences are overdosing on medications after cleansing when organs and systems are just
beginning to function normally and dealing with new health issues by returning to the use of harsh and
toxic medications especially antibiotics and psychotropics when safer and more natural means are readily
available.3
Life comes at us in subtle, and sometimes not so subtle, ways. And even though we may have a strong
constitution with corresponding good health, there will be times that the body may seem to fail us, forcing
us to succumb to disease care, put into place in the absence of real answers.
Looking beyond symptoms, the healthcare field continues to search for root cause such as the levels of
man-made toxins and electric, with which we’ve never before had to deal. We also need ways of dealing
with ill health that are faster, easier and far less traumatic than western medicine with answers for
maintaining wellness. The hardest part for us continues to be discovering the root cause of health issues
rather than settling for a quick fix by treating symptoms.
And now that we know that when health is compromised in any way, the energy fields surrounding us can
leach their aberrant energies into the physical body, we have an added challenge. Energy medicine is
one of the few modalities, allopathic or natural, that can deal with such a challenge. We have learned
that by neutralizing negative frequencies the cells can self-repair to restore homeostasis— and beyond.
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